
INSANE TURBO 4
The most global international live passive queue with the fastest place closure
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About The INSANE TURBO 4 Marketing 

The main and priority task of the INSANE TURBO 4 marketing is to multiply 

the funds immediately, and to not stretch the closure of places for a 

long time.


You don't have to freeze your funds and wait for a long period of time, everything happens very 

quickly, everything happens in turbo mode.



All INSANE TURBO 4 participants have an absolutely equal chance.


There will be no first or last, early or late ones.


The system is fair for everyone, without exception, and will be launched on the same day.
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Matrix

its a                    place matrix

2  places in your  

4  places in your  

1-st level 


2-nd level

The 2 places in your first level 

 above you.

make a transfer 

to the person

You

1-st level

2-nd level 4 places in your second level 

 you.make a transfer to

6

You get the invested amount multiplied by 4 and 

this is only one turnover and one place. 





You can have an unlimited number of places, and 

there is no limit on how many turnovers your 

place can make.

1       + 1      =       * 4
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LEVELS

In total, there will be                    at 

the start, each subsequent level is 

exactly            costly than 

the previous one.

levels

times more

6
2

1 Level 12.5

2 level 25

3 level 50

4 level 100

5 level 200

6 level* 400

* The first level is 
obligatory for 
everyone.

* Auto transition to 
the second level is 
obligatory for 
everyone.

* You cannot get 
level 6 until you 
have unlocked 
levels 3 to 5

From 3 to 4 level - 
the transition is 
voluntary.
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How does the 1st level and auto transition to the 2nd level work:

Flooding In this context is an idiom that perfectly reflects the meaning of 

repeated, automatic spot purchases from the fourth payout. Such automatic 

rebuy functions of IT4 allow to flood it with money . As a result you get more 

profit.


Participants below you go through the same process and end up under your new 

open spot.

1 level

2 level
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1 2 3 4

1 level

By Unlocking the initial 

level, the first payout 

goes to you

The second and third payouts are used to 

automatically purchase one place in the 2nd level

1

2

3

The fourth payout is used to 

automatically purchase 

another place in the first 

level



How the second and higher levels work
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The fourth payout is used to 

automatically purchase 

another place in the current 

level or the so-called 

Flooding.

Flooding - These re-entrances flood the system with new money.

2 level

1 2 3 4

2 level

The first, second and 

third payouts  go to 

your personal wallet.

1

2



let's summarize your income:
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The first level will bring you 12.5 USDT, 

which is a financial breakeven for you.

Let's assume that the cost of the 

first level is 12.5 USDT.
1 level 12.5 USDT

1

2 level

2 3

4

1 level

At the same time, you will already have a place 

unlocked  and 

.


in the second level at a cost of 25 USDT

another place in the first level

2 level

1 2 3

The second level will 

bring you 25USDT*3 = 

75USDT

Total: 



even at 

, you 

have already 

earned more than 

 of your 

starting amount.

this short 

timed point

600%



How INSANE TURBO 4 participants get into your matrix
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passively! They are given to you by the system. this is possible because the 

development and promotion of the INSANE TURBO 4 project has a large 

advertising budget.



You will get participants whom you have personally invited. 


Important:


Besides that your invitees are placed below you, you also receive affiliate rewards, which is up to 

40% of the funds entered.


Details and conditions of the affiliate program can be found in your personal account or on the 

website in the affiliate program section


.
https://keymat.club/partner/



UP STREAM, DOWN STREAM, SKIP
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Stream - is a flow

You

UP STREAM You

DOWN STREAM

Due to the active and intense promoting 

strategy Anyone can start to earn in the

At the same time, there are a lot of beneficial  advantages for 

those who will actively recommend our project. 


Information about advantages can be found below



Matrix filling occurs from top to bottom 

from left to right


All participants invited by the system are automatically 

assigned to the nearest available spot.

 

INSANE TURBO 4 system, completely passively.


UP STREAM - a stream from top to bottom. When the participants get to you from 

a higher level. This usually happens when a participant has invited a partner, and 

all places are occupied in his first level.

DOWN STREAM - a stream from bottom to top. When participants come to you 

from lower levels. The same principle as with UP STREAM



UP STREAM, DOWN STREAM, SKIP
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Skip

2 level

You

1 levelSKIP - You get participants who close their matrixes 

faster than those who invited them and they go to 

flooding or buy new levels.



For each personally invited 

participant you receive a referral 

reward from the KEYMAT platform.


You can find the working conditions of the affiliate 

program on the main page of the keymat.club 

website or in your personal dashboard.


participants invited by you remain with 

you forever.


Even if your personally invited participant opened 

more expensive tables faster than you, he will return 

to you when you purchase the same tables too.


If you are an active participant, we 

recommend that you open all levels as 

quickly as possible!


In this case, your places will be closed much faster, 

because your invitees will not be able to skip over 

you.

personal invites
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By inviting participants to the 

INSANE TURBO 4 project, Besides the 

passive income, you also get some 

awesome additional benefits
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* All payments in the matrix are made in TRX cryptocurrency. But for 

ease of perception, the profitability table is presented in US dollars.

It can be seen from the calculations, that by 

unlocking any place and making just a few laps, 

. 

And remember, this will happen very quickly.

you get more than 600% of return on your funds

Average calculation of profitability on INSANE TURBO 4
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Insane turbo 4 - The brightest and most profitable flash of 2021. Grab your luck 
and board in!
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